"Open Drum Solo"
End Tenor Sax.

"Rock This Town"
ROCK THIS TOWN

2ND Bb TRUMPET

"ROCKABILLY SWING" J-200 (J-J-J)

Top Notes Opt. (All Or None)
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Saxophone Solo

Rock This Town
1st Trombone

“Rock This Town”

[Music notation image]
ROCK THIS TOWN

Words and Music by BRIAN SETZER
Adaptation by DAVE WOLPE

"ROCKABILLY SWING" d=200 (\( \frac{3}{4} \) = \( \frac{7}{8} \))
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END Trombone

"Rock This Town"

END TIME ONLY

5 TIMES (TAPED 1ST TIME)

OPEN DRUM SOLO
ROCK THIS TOWN
Words and Music by BRIAN SETZER
Adaptation by DAVE WOLFE

"Rockabilly Swing" \( \text{d} = 200 \) \( \text{\( \frac{4}{4} \times \frac{3}{4} \)} \)

SOLD
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ROCK THIS TOWN

Words and Music by BRIAN SETZER
Adaptation by DAVE WOLPE

"ROCKABILLY SWING" 4-400 (J = 2 \frac{3}{4})

BASS
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Drums

"Rock This Town"

[Sheet Music Image]
ROCK THIS TOWN

Words and Music by BRIAN SETZER
Adaptation by DAVE WOLPE

GUITAR CHORDS

Standard Jazz Chord Voicings (The root is circled.)

Do not play the root.
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